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ABSTRACT 

A rapid method for determining isothermal sections of ternary 

alloy diagrams has been developed. Three elements are evaporated 

simu~ taneously onto a heated substrate in such a \·ray that the composi- /2 

tion of the deposit varies from point to point as it does in a ternary 

phase diagram. An isothermal section of the Fe-Cr-Ni system prepared 

by the new technique is compared lvi th one reported in the literature. 

The applicability. of ~his technique to the preparation·of the ternary 

phase diagra'lls is discuss,ed. 
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The search for neiv and useful 2.lloys is he.mpered by the lack of 

ternary alloy diagrams. There are over 4;000 combinations of three 

element alloy systems that c2.n be made from the thirty co~non metals. 

If the non-metals such as carbon and,nitrogen are included; the number 

of possibi.e combinations is considerably greater. There is general 

agreement that a comprehensive collection of ternary phas~ diagrams 

is badly needed but the tli1e cons~~ing task of :producing them by 

conventional metallurgical techniques has discouraged investigators. 

'Er1e authors have devised a nevT :rriethod of alloy preparation by means of 

which many ternary alloy :phase diagrams may now be rapidly determined. 

The method involves the simUltaneous condensation of tll..ree eleffients 

on a triangular shaped substrate. The composition of the deposited film 

varies regularly from point to point; just as it' does in a ternary :phase 

diagram. 

The arrangement of the three evaporating sources is sho-vm schematically 

in Fig. l; and a photograph of the apparatus is sho1-Tn in Fig. 2. The 

entire assembly is enclosed in a 34-inch diameter stainless steel 

chamber that is. evacuated to less th~n 5Xld-6 Tor~ during evaporation. 

The three evaporating sources are located at the corners of an equilateral 

triangle; approximately 10 inches on a side. The substrat~; vhich is 

identical in size and shape to this triangle; is parallel to the plane 

of the sources and is approximately 4 inches above it. The metals to be 

evaporated ·are solid blocks Hec1ged tightly into cavities in water- cooled 

copper crucibles; and the energy needed to evaporate each metal is su:ppliecl 

by electron beam bombar~~ent. The three electron beQ~s are emitted from 

. ,, 
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tantalum filaments located belov~T the plane of the crucibles. This 

arrangement protects the filaments from contamination by metal vapors 

and leaves the region above each crucible free from obstructions. 

Suitably applied electric and magnetic fields are used to accelerate, 

curve, and focus the electron beams; as indicated in F'ig. l. 

The po-v.rer of e<(-Ch beam can· be varied independently betveen 0. 5 and 10 

kilmmtts. Metals 1vi th vridely different melting points and vapor 

pressures can be co-deposited, and a vide range of evaporation rates can 

be used. The rate of evaporation fro:-!1 each source is measured \·lith a 

Sloan Model DTM-2A deposit thickness monitor. 

Ideaf-ly in a three-source U.."lit of this type, the rate of depos·ition 

of each element >·rould be inversely pr·oportional to the distance from the 

evaporating source. In practice, ho-viever, th.e deposition rate does not 

follovr this simple lavr because the evaporation is not taking place from 

a point source; also the hotest point on the' liquid surface may shift 

during evaporation. The liquid is indented vrhere the beam Lmpinges. Tne 

temperature varies from a maximum at the Lmpingement point to the melting 
'"' 

point of the metal at the edge of the pool. Both the deviation from 

flatness caused by electron bombardment and the temperature gradient in 
.... -

the pool cause a non-ideal'distribution of elements to be deposited on 

the substrate. In materials that sublime, the electron beam tends to dig 

'.I 
evaporation pattern. This causes the composition contous in the 

deposited film to deviate some1-rhat from that predicted by the inverse 

square la1-r. 

The relative amounts of the tbree metals deposited at any point 

on the substrate can be varied by suitable changes in their evaporation 
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rates. A nearly complete ternary alloy system can be de:positedby makin3 

the evaporation rates· all eq_ual, or if desired, any corner C&'l be 

xnagnified by reducing the evaporation rates of the other hm. 

Tne substrate is a metallic foil, .001 to .002 inch thick~ stretched 

on a spring loaded frame that holds it tight against a slightly curved 

heat sin1;:, as sho;;m in Fig. 3. The substrate is· sometimes heated in 

' order to form eq_uilibrium phases during deposition. A heat sir>J~ assembly 

with t;;.,ro heaters can be seen in Fig. 2. 

The :principal cr.iteria for the selection of a substrate mate:;.~ial 

are: 

(1) .;that there be no alloying bet;;.reen substrate and de::posi t 

at the temperature of deposition or a0 any subsequent ar>~ealing temperature, 

and 

(2) that there be good. aCL'rJ.erence bet1-reen deposit and substrate. 

Stair>~ess steel and. molybdenurn foil have been used success:fully as. 

substrate materials~ It has been founc1 that surface roughening, .lil\:e 

that :produced by sandblasting_, is necessary for good adherence, and 

adherence is highly desirable for brittle deposits •. 

. i 
Vapor de:posi ted films are often badly contaminated. l>~ith gases~ 

-I 

In the :present method, contamination of the deposited film is minimized 
~~ 

py: 

(1) using high evaporation rates; 

(2) starting the eva:porat~on ivith the substrate :protected by a 

shutter until the chamber has been gette~ed; and 

. -6 
(3) maintaining a high vacuw~ (e.g. 5Xl0 Torr). 

Films more than 0.003 inch thick can be deposited in ti;renty minutes. 

The x-ray diffraction :patterns from them are sharp, and x-ray fluorescence 

can be used for chemical analysis. 
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RESULTS ~D DISGJSSION 

The Fe-Cr-Ni system vas selected to ilh:tstrate the utility of the 

ne1;r method of alloy preparo.tion. 1!1,.11 isothermal section so produced ,,,ill 

be compared. Hith an eguilibriD..lTt oi1e prepared -Dy co!'.ventional means. 

The composition contour lines of a film deposited at a substrate 

. temperat"Lrre of 760 °C vrere determined by x-ray fluorescence; they are 

sho-vm in Fig. 4. These constant cortt:Qosition lines on the deposit 

I 

correspond to the linear grid in a standard ternary section. 'B"le 

irregular contour lines are thought to be d.ue to the vandering of the 

effective center of the eva-porating source over the molten pool of metal. 

In later 'exper:Lraents, .this difficulty was minimized by more effective 

control of the electron beam. \~Hth a high vapor pressure me"wl like 

cbromiurn, for example, defocusing of the beam -vras found to be· an 

effective means of securing a reg~lar deposit. 

A map of.the various phase fields, as determined by diffraction on 

the as-deposited film, is sho1m in Fig. 5, superimposed, on the composition 

contours of Fig. 4. 'B"liS section of the Fe-Cr-Ni system 1·1as red.r~;nm on 

a linear composition grid to. conform to standard ternaryrepresent2.tion, 
\ 

-vlith the -resu~ts shovm in Fig. 6. Unfortu~~ately, the only isothermal 

section readily a-v--ailable in the literature1 for this system is at 65ooc; 

it is shovm in Fig. 7.-

f.i comparison of Figs. 6 and 7 indicates that the phase relationships 

and the composition li..-nits of the phases· are in goOd agreement in spite 

of the large difference in temperature of the tl·ro isotherms and the 

normal uncertainties inherent in the preparat~.on of ternary isothermal 

sections. 
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The authors have concluded that the ne-::-1 technique is sui table for 

the direct deposition of eq·J.ili briurfl. isothermal septions, Hi thin certain 

temperatliTe .r2,nges, in most tnmsi ti~n metal systems" HOi·rever, there 

are some obvious limitations i~o the method. Since the as-deposited foil 

cools slm·rly vi thin the chamber there may be :pnase transformations vrhich 

occur during cooling. This limitation might be overcome_by quenching 

in situ, and thus can be done if ana -v;-hen it is deemed necessary. 

e~uilibriw~ anneal followed by a quench. In addition, complete equilibrilli~ 
' 

isothermal sections can oe de:posi ted only '\vi thin certain temperature . 

l . . . 
~lnll."CS. For a given system, there is a tempera"cu.re below -v.rhich .solid 

u 

state reactions are too slov to permit equilibrium structures to form. 

Ho1-rever, _this limitation can be overcome by subsequent annealing of the 

filrae 

The upper limit of teroperat"t.ITe is set by the lovrest liquidus 

temperature in the system. Ho~Vever, the positions of the composition 

contours in the deposit.can be shifted by adjusting the rates of 

evaporation, and by doing this it is sometimes possible to avoid the 

formation of liquid phases. Also, satisfactory high temperature deposits 

cannot· be made when the vapor 'pressure of the deposit is so lo-v.r tr_,_a,t_r 
~--

significant re-evaporation occurs. 

A variety of ternary deposits have been made, including the system 

Iv:o-Al-C in, >vhich the phases Al4c
3

Mo
2
c, MoA1

12 
and Mo

3
Al have been identified. 

P2so, in the ~o-Sn-Ta system, the superconducting phase ~o3sn was identified. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Isothermal sections of many terne.ry diagrams can be rapidly m:1cl 

reliably obtained. The most time cons,.l.ming step in the older, more 

. ' 

\.:.-· . 
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conventional methods) nam.ely. the preparation of the nurJ.erous specimens 

needed for the determination of a complete ternary section) ca!l be 

obviated by us'e of, this r;.ei·T tech!liq_ue. A complete ternary alloy deposit 

can easily be made in a da:y .. o Hm.;ever; the determination of composition 

and structure is still time· c:onsu..ming) and better methods G.re needed for 

the rapid detellllination of COlT:.position ar.d c:cystal structure. 
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FIGURE C.A.PTIONS 

Schem.atic of Evaporation Geometl-y 

Inside Vie-vr of Ternary Electron Beam Evaporator 

Substrate Stretching Assembly 

Composition Contours in the As-De:;Josited Film. 
Isothe::.~mal at 760 "c. 

Composition Contours 1-rith Superimposed Phase 
Nap in the As-De:Qosited Film. Isothermal at 760°C. 

Standarc~ Rep:cesentation of the Ne1v Ternary; 
Isothermal ~t 760°C. 

'Ternary Repo:cted. in the Literature. 
Isotherm01 at 760°C. 
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